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Sanctions and export risk 
is a reputational issue

The world relies on air cargo for speedy, 
safe, reliable trade. Yet as regulatory regimes 
tighten with regard to trade sanctions and 
dual-use goods, reputational risks for air cargo 
companies increase – with bodies such as OFAC 
and the United Nations shifting focus onto 
carriers’ responsibilities.

Reduce reputational  
and financial risk  
with better sanctions  
and export screening.

Automate the  
screening of airway bills 
(AWBs) for sanctions  
and dual-use goods.

Manage high volumes  
of screening in tight 
turnaround times  
with minimal resources,  
to keep business moving.

Customise screening  
to match in-house policies 
and your risk profile.

Using 
Firco Trade 
Compliance, 
your team 
can

Immediate risks of a sanction 
or dual use good regulation 
violation can include fines, 
landing restrictions and loss 
of import/export rights – not 
to mention criminal liability for 
individuals. Yet, an even bigger 
potential consequence, seen as 
“severe” by IATA, is the “serious 
loss of reputation” that could 
arise from a compliance failure.

In the event of such a failure, 
that loss of reputation could 
affect not only the air cargo 
business, but also the parent 
brand – especially if a breach 
occurs on a passenger- 
carrying airliner. 

No need to  
fear compliance

The good news is that 
mitigating sanctions and  
export compliance risk  
is not only possible, but  
can also have a positive  
business impact.

With greater automation 
throughout your processes, 
not only can you meet  
tight turnarounds and fly 
more confidently to higher-
risk countries – you can  
also market yourself as  
a responsible carrier.

So you can keep your 
business moving and 
maintain your advantage  
in a highly regulated world. 



Tackling sanctions and export risks  
can appear challenging...

Coping with real-world 
screening complexity

Day-to-day, you want to 
screen across multiple types 
of entities with differing levels 
of complexity, while avoiding 
false positives which could 
delay operations.

Managing large  
trade volumes within  
a short turnaround time

When you’re managing 
shipments with multiple 
airway bills (AWBs) you need 
an efficient way to screen 
against sanctioned entities 
and dual use goods.

Keeping up with changing  
sanctions and export regulations

Regulations, sanctioned entities  
and politically exposed persons  
are constantly changing. You need  
to stay up to date with these in all  
the in different territories where  
you do business.

Avoiding the risks and  
delays of manual screening

It’s nearly impossible to 
effectively screen AWBs 
manually as a large-scale 
cargo business – yet currently, 
about 50% of AWBs globally 
are processed on paper. 

Shipping confidently  
to higher-risk countries

As an air cargo business, 
you do not want to limit your 
business by avoiding high-risk 
locations for fear of complex 
regulatory issues.

At first sight, tackling trade sanctions and export  
risk can be a challenge for an air cargo business. 
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...but we empower teams  
to overcome these challenges

Trust an automated  
solution to mitigate risk

Use our screening solution  
to help mitigate risk even  
in sanctions-affected 
territories, so there’s no  
need to limit where you fly.

Stay in control with 
customised screening

Reduce false positives 
by adapting screening to 
your needs and risk profile; 
screen across multiple 
watch lists; and add your 
own lists if needed.

Automate screening  
to meet best practice

Divert resources away from 
inefficient, manual checks 
– improving your regulatory 
risk management. 

Create a centralised  
compliance function

Use a single solution to screen 
for sanctions, dual-use goods, 
people or organisations. 
Perform multiple checks at 
multiple stages, based on the 
latest data, in order to make a 
holistic decision, while creating 
a clear audit trail. 

Screen millions  
of records in real time

Screen records quickly  
against a vast array of global 
watch lists – helping you 
meet the short turnaround 
times your business demands.

We help air cargo organisations automate  
their screening process.



Automated screening  
with best-in-class data

Firco Trade Compliance offers an 
automated approach to sanctions and 
goods screening for air cargo businesses 
– combining customisable tools with 
constantly updated, best-in-class data. 

Streamline operations

With Firco Trade Compliance, you can automate  
and customise processes to help you: 

Efficiently screen all involved parties,  
such as shippers and consignees, against  
changing regulations

Monitor watch lists and shipments as they  
change over time. When updates occur, the tool  
flags if you need to take action, such as block  
a shipment or remove goods before departure

Tailor each screening field to give optimal  
screening results 

Determine if goods require authorisation or a licence, 
and are compliant with export control requirements

Manage matches with case management.  
Analyse, escalate, or distribute hits for review  
by different departments or people

Configure the system to suit your risk appetite,  
to help reduce false positives 

Use your own internal dual-use or high-risk goods list 
for screening – with the Controlled Goods Manager 

Screen shipping partners such as freight  
forwarders and agents on an ongoing basis

Use the solution either as an interactive lookup  
tool or integrated into your existing systems. 

Best-in-class data for  
more confident screening

Our constantly updated data includes

Location  
sanctions

Details of all 
fully sanctioned 
countries  
and airports

Individuals  
and entities

Sanctioned 
individuals, 
companies owned 
by sanctioned 
governments, 
and subsidiaries 
of designated 
companies

State-owned 
enterprises

SOE information 
to ensure ethical 
trading and 
avoid sanctions 
violations 

Dual-use  
goods

Comprehensive 
dual-use and 
controlled  
goods data
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Success story:  
Lufthansa Cargo

Firco Trade Compliance helps Lufthansa Cargo mitigate  
risk to protect their brand and customer relationships 

We have stopped shipments that could have 
ended very badly for us and our customers. 

Non-compliance with sanctions lists carries a risk  
of up to six months imprisonment. We also fly freight 
on Lufthansa passenger flights, so our parent 
company’s business could have been affected.”

Patricia Pfeiffer 
Regulatory Affairs Manager at Lufthansa Cargo

The challenge

Lufthansa Cargo became aware 
of regulatory concerns relating 
to dual-use goods and sanctions 
compliance – and realised manual 
checking was not an option. Until 
the carrier was able to resolve 
the issue, they were forced to 
temporarily suspend shipments 
to countries such as Iran, where 
restrictions were high.

The solution

Firco Trade Compliance now 
enables Lufthansa Cargo  
to check AWBs against 
comprehensive sanctions and 
dual-use goods watch lists,  
with speed and accuracy –  
and demonstrate this to the 
authorities with a full  
online audit trail.

The benefits

In one year, Lufthansa Cargo has 
checked over 47 million records 
using Firco Trade Compliance, 
which would otherwise need  
to be manually verified. Lufthansa 
Cargo has also been able to 
resume shipping to destinations 
which they had ceased to do 
business with in the past.



Accuity offers a suite of innovative solutions for payments and 
compliance professionals. Our portfolio includes comprehensive 
data and software that control risk and manage compliance, 
and accurate data and tools that optimize payments pathways. 
Backed by our deep expertise, the industry-leading solutions 
from our Firco and Bankers Almanac brands deliver protection  
for individual and organizational reputations.

Accuity is part of The RELX Group, one of the world’s leading 
business information and data providers, and has been delivering 
solutions to banks and businesses worldwide for 180 years.

Boston, Brooklyn (South Africa), Chicago,  
Dubai, Frankfurt, Hong Kong, London, Miami, 
New York, Paris, San Diego, São Paulo, Shanghai, 
Singapore, Strassen, Sydney, Tokyo
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